Air Permitting

Air & Waste Management Association
Louisiana Section
Overview

- What happens when it shows up at LDEQ
- Assigned to Permit Writer
- Review – Question – Response Review
- Processing of Request
- Final Action(s)
What happens when it shows up at LDEQ

- The PSSD group Enters Activity in Tempo
- A copy is sent to be Scanned in EDMS
- Sent to either Permit Writer or a Supervisor
Assigned to Permit Writer

New Facilities are directed to a Supervisor

Existing Facility Modifications are routed to the Assigned Permit Writer
Review – Question Response Review

Permit Writer reviews the package

Contacts Company for Additional Information

Waits to receive Response

Reviews Response
Processing of Request

The Permit Writer will begin to write up response

Enters Data in Tempo as Appropriate

Starts prepared package into the Review Chain.

Responds to comments from Reviewers

Possibly has to call Company again.

Small Actions – gets final Signature

Large Actions – Sends to Public Notice and EPA

May have to Respond to Comments

May write up Basis for Decision
Final Action(s)

Letters of Response or LONO’s

Miscellaneous Permitting Actions
Variances
Exemptions [to test]
Authorizations to Construct & Operate
Case by Case Actions

Minor Sources
Regulatory Permits

Title V, PSD, CAIR, Acid Rain Permits
Questions?